
HARVARD WORLD MODEL UNITED NATIONS 2019 

POSITION DESCRIPTIONS AND CONTACT INFORMATION  

We invite you to join the staff of the 28th session of Harvard World Model 
United Nations (WorldMUN). In the last five years the conference has been held in 
Panama, Canada, Rome, Italy, and South Korea. The conference will bring together 
around 2500 students and faculty from colleges and universities representing more 
than 100 countries around the world, and provide participants with a unique cultural 
exchange through committee sessions, workshops and social events. WorldMUN is 
organized and run entirely by Harvard undergraduates working in partnership with 
students from the host city, and is the largest and most diverse college Model United 
Nations conference held outside the United States.  

WorldMUN emphasizes the spirit of collaboration in an effort to create 
workable solutions to some of the world’s most complex problems. College students 
from around the world act as delegates from member states of the United Nations 
and other associated international bodies. Through debate and exchange, these 
students experience the dynamics of international cooperation. As a WorldMUN 2019 
Team Member, you will have the opportunity to play a major role in sculpting the 
experiences of our delegates while also enjoying an unprecedented level of 
international immersion.  

In the pages below, you will find descriptions of available WorldMUN team 
positions. Please note that World Model United Nations is open to accepting team 
members who do not have prior experience with Model United Nations. As you 
consider which positions you would like to apply for, we highly encourage you to 
reach out to former Secretariat Members and/or Chairs, to learn more about their 
positions. You can find the WorldMUN 2018 Team Contact information at the end of 
this document.  

Secretariat Applications are due on Friday, April 6 at 5:00PM, and Chair Applications 
are due on Monday, April 9 at 5:00PM. Applications should be e- mailed to 
applications@worldmun.org. We will contact short-listed candidates to conduct 
interviews.  



COMMITTEE CHAIRS 

The WorldMUN Chairs are divided among three organs – General Assembly, 
Economic and Social & Regional Bodies, and Crisis & Historical Committees. As a 
WorldMUN chair, you will direct a simulation of a UN committee or regional body, or 
a specialized agency of your design. You will have the chance to choose your topic 
areas, write a study guide over the summer, and to work with your Assistant Chairs to 
formulate updates as you get closer to the time of committee session. Chairs must 
complete the study guide by the end of the summer, and during the school year will 
work on any additional substantive matters they want brought forth in committee, 
maintain email contact with their delegates, and work with the Assistant Chairs to 
ensure that updates are completed in a timely fashion. Furthermore, Chairs must be 
committed to the conference values and its community by being active members on 
campus before conference. At WorldMUN, Chairs will guide the substantive 
experience of delegates by day, and enjoy WorldMUN’s social events by night. 
WorldMUN Chairs assist in selecting the host city of our next conference.  

Please note that while no prior experience with Model UN is necessary to be a 
chair, we will look favorably on those applicants who have prepared considerably for 
a certain topic or who have shown a demonstrated passion for international issues.  

SECRETARIAT 

WorldMUN 2019 Secretariat is the executive-board of World Model United 
Nations – responsible for planning the conference in partnership with a board of 
students at our host city. Secretariat Members will have the chance to work closely in 
a team transcending borders, with international-counterparts, and will devote 
themselves to ensuring WorldMUN 2019 exceeds the high bar set by previous 
conferences.  

Secretariat Members will create and execute a vision for their organs. Some of 



their responsibilities will therefore include attending weekly Secretariat meetings, 
reviewing and improving last year’s conference materials, promoting team bonding, 
and managing their WorldMUN e-mail accounts. At conference, Secretariat members 
will help run registration and partially assist with running delegate services.  

Secretariat members will work in partnership with various members of the host 
team and will be expected to pass on the spirit of WorldMUN to both staff and 
delegates.  

While each Secretariat member will have individual tasks (outlined below), the 
Secretariat is a closely-knit board and will often share tasks, lending a hand to one 
another as we approach the conference.  

Under-Secretary-General, Substantive: General Assembly; Economic 
and Social Council & Regional Bodies; Crisis & Historical Committees 

The Substantive Under-Secretaries-General of WorldMUN will oversee the 
pivotal substantive content of the conference and will report directly to the Secretary- 
General. Each USG will lead an organ (GA, ECOSOC, and Crisis) of 5-7 chairs, and will 
ultimately be responsible their organ’s committees at conference (announcements, 
interactive elements, assisting with crisis planning etc.) and serve as the face of the 
Harvard Secretariat for our thousands of delegates. This spring, USGs will assist in 
chair selection, and guide topic area selection. USGs will be responsible for collecting, 
editing, and laying-out professional study guides, and maintaining contact with chairs 
and assistant chairs throughout the summer and school year in order to ensure 
substantive excellence before conference. The USGs will plan and conduct trainings 
for Chair and assist in assistant chair recruitment and training. The USGs will also be 
responsible for developing content for first-time delegates to assist them in their 
preparations for conference. The substantive USGs will take up additional 
responsibilities as opportunities/issues arise at conference. Substantive USGs will plan 



multiple team socials throughout the year.  

Applicants for these USG positions should have some Model United Nations 
Conference directing/chairing experience (any conference).  

Under-Secretary-General for Administration 

The USG Administration will be responsible for running conference registration 
and assisting participants with logistical issues. In this capacity, this USG will 
spearhead the delegate recruitment drive, monitor key conference statistics and 
handle all country assignments. The USG Administration will also run staff office hours 
with the help from the WorldMUN Chairs. At conference, the USG Administration will, 
together with the USG Delegations Relations, oversee Delegate Services, attending 
to all needs of delegates. Note: prior Model United Nations experience is not 
required for this role.  

Under-Secretary-General for Delegate Relations 

The Under-Secretary-General for Delegate Relations will be responsible for 
communicating with delegates and faculty advisors prior to conference, and co- 
heading Delegate Services at Conference. To that end, the USG Delegate Relations 
will also handle all invitation and visa letter requests, help monitor all incoming 
communication, and hold designated office hours to answer delegate/faculty advisor 
questions. This member will be charged with overseeing the delegate experience 
overall (and use delegate feedback to make suggestions for possible areas of 
improvement). Note: Prior Model United Nations experience is not required for this 
role.  

 

 



Under-Secretary-General for Finance and Operations: 

The USG Finance and Operations will be responsible for monitoring 
WorldMUN’s monetary inflows and outflows, and keeping detailed financial records, 
especially with regards to Delegate Fee payments. S/He will also be tasked with 
spearheading WorldMUN’s robust financial aid drive, coordinating and reviewing the 
applications together with the USG Administration and the USG Delegate Relations, 
as well as disseminating this aid at conference. Furthermore, this USG will be in 
charge of actively developing relationships with corporations and businesses to 
secure sponsors and advertisers for the conference; and handling pricing, negotiating 
and ordering of conference materials (handbooks, portfolios, pens, pads, badges, 
placards, etc.). Note: Prior Model United Nations experience is not required for this 
role.  

Under-Secretary-General for Media and Design 

The Under-Secretary-General for Media and Design will be responsible for 
establishing the conferences graphic identity and publicity. Specifically, the USG will 
be responsible for designing the 2019 logo, maintaining WorldMUN’s social media 
presence across our various platforms (Twitter, Facebook, etc.), designing and 
compiling all conference delegate materials (including the conference handbook, the 
badges and the placards), as well as coordinating with the Host Team Director of 
Media in handling relations with local media in the host country. Furthermore, the 
USG Media and Public Relations will expand WorldMUN’s merchandise offerings, 
working in part with the USG Finance and Operations and the host team to set up 
merchandise desk at conference. Applicants for USG Media & Design should be 
proficient at graphic design and publications (knowledge of InDesign and Photoshop 
is highly desired). Note: prior Model United Nations experience is not required for 
this role.  



CONTACT INFORMATION 

We encourage applicants to reach out to this past year’s team members, to learn 
more about their positions. Also, please feel free to contact WorldMUN 2019 
Secretary-General – Spencer Ma, with any and all questions. E-mail: 
spencerma@college.harvard.edu  

Secretariat Members 

Secretary-General (Nicholas Abbott, nicholasabbott@college.harvard.edu) 

Director-General (Catherine Brennan, cbrennan@college.harvard.edu) 

USG of Adminsitration (Riya Sood, rsood@college.harvard.edu) 

USG of Finance and Operations (David Cohn, davidcohn@college.harvard.edu) 

USG of Delegate & Faculty Relations (Atheena Arasoo, aarasoo@college.harvard.edu) 

USG of Media and Design (Stephanie Cheng, stephanie_cheng@college.harvard.edu) 

USG of General Assembly (Ayman Mohammad, 
aymanmohammad@college.harvard.edu) 

USG of ECOSOC (Manav Khandelwal, manavkhandelwal@college.harvard.edu) 

USG of Crisis (Balim Barutcu, barutcu@college.harvard.edu) 

WorldMUN 2018 Chairs 

Aashim Vaish, avaish@college.harvard.edu  

Abigail Kasdin, akasdin@college.harvard.edu  

Amy Tan, amytan@college.harvard.edu  

Andrew Chang, andrewrchang@college.harvard.edu  

Anirudh Suresh, anirudh_suresh@college.harvard.edu  

Cayanne Chachati, chachati@college.harvard.edu  



Chi Chi Nwodoh, cnwodoh@college.harvard.edu 

Danny Rodriguez, drodriguez01@college.harvard.edu  

Eliza Ennis, eennis@college.harvard.edu 

Esteban Flores, esteban_flores@college.harvard.edu  

Flavia Cuervo, fcuervo@college.harvard.edu 

Ike Jin Park, ikejin_park@college.harvard.edu  

Jessica Levy, jessicalevy@college.harvard.edu 

Jasmine Chia, jasminechia@college.harvard.edu 

Kylie Hung, kyliehung@college.harvard.edu 

Nada Attia, nada_attia@college.harvard.edu  

Saranya Vijayakumar, svijayakumar@college.harvard.edu 

Spencer Ma, spencerma@college.harvard.edu 

Tiffany Lam, tiffanylam@college.harvard.edu 

William Lobkowicz, wlobkowicz@college.harvard.edu 

 

	


